Tough choices
facing the South African
mining industry

Introduction

Mining companies in South Africa face significant
challenges, putting the industry at a crossroads.
Mining companies globally as well as in South Africa face significant challenges,
putting the industry at a crossroads. Local mining companies and mining companies
with significant local assets manage unique South African operational complexities
while still operating in the context of global pressures. Monitor Deloitte has identified
five tough choices that mining executives face to ensure long-term sustainability.
The answers to these questions are not obvious, and require an analytical approach.
This paper proposes five tools that can assist mining executives in understanding the
issues underlying these questions, and how mining companies can develop integrative
strategies to drive sustainable growth.
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The current mining situation

Globally, mining companies are facing a
series of economic, financial and operational
challenges.
Globally, mining companies are facing a series of economic, financial and operational challenges. South African
mining companiesi must also account for uniquely local issues with profound operational implications. Some of
the pressing issues are shown in Figure 1 below.
Figure 1: Global and local influences on mining companies with South African operations
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Throughout this paper, the term ‘South African mining companies’ is used interchangeably to refer to international mining companies
with South African mining operations, or mining companies registered in (and with primary operations in) South Africa

Global situation

Important
global
economies
such as
the United
States,
Europe
and China,
are slowly
recovering
from the
recession;
however,
there are
mixed
signals for
future
growth.

Mining companies are inevitably influenced by global developments, with macro-economic growth and international
markets strongly influencing both the demand for resources and mining companies’ profitability.
Historically, there has been a strong correlation between the performance of commodity markets and mining stocks;
however, this relationship appears to have broken down. Mining stocks (including those of global diversified mining players
such as BHP Billiton and Rio Tinto) continue to underperform broad commodity price benchmarks. This is particularly evident
in the gold sector, where economic uncertainty has driven the gold price upwards. This gap in mining stock performance
relative to commodity indices may be due to investors attaching a higher risk premium to mining stocks due to a poor
track record of project delivery and a lack of new discoveries, resulting in sub-optimal shareholder returns.
Important global economies such as the United States, Europe and China, are slowly recovering from the recession;
however, there are mixed signals for future growth. While the United States, the world’s largest economy, has been
recovering slowly, Europe continues to face a sovereign debt crisis. In response to this, the European Union has undertaken
deep structural reforms. These have included various financial support mechanisms (such as bailouts and austerity
programmes) for countries with troubled economies. While this may have temporarily appeased markets, the memory
of the Eurozone crisis is likely to remain fresh in investors’ minds in years to come. With limited post-recession growth
prospects in the United States and Europe, companies have looked to Asia to drive global demand. China’s expected
growth rate of 8.4% in 20131 falls short of its pre-recession growth rate (averaging 10.3% between 1999 and 20092);
however, the year-on-year increase from 7.5% in 2012 is positive news for mining companies who rely on China’s
continued appetite for resources. While the global economic outlook for these key economies remains constrained,
the on-going trend towards industrialisation and urbanisation is likely to sustain long-term demand for resources.
In addition to the current decline in demand, mining companies face further challenges to profitability in the form
of unfavourable commodity prices and tougher mining conditions. While commodity prices have improved since
their 2008 lows, prices remain stagnant or falling, limiting revenue potential for mining companies. Declining ore
grades at current depths also mean that mining companies have to mine deeper to reach new deposits, significantly
increasing the cost of extraction. Since the start of 2000, over 75% of new base metal discoveries have been at depths
greater than 300m1. Mining at these depths also introduces additional safety issues due to the high risk of rock
falls, flooding, gas discharges, underground earthquakes and ventilation problems.
Compounding these economic and operational factors, mining companies also face regulatory uncertainty following
a global trend of resource nationalism. Governments throughout the world are looking to increase their share of mining
profits as a means to bolster slow economies and drive socio-economic development. State interventions in the mining
industry vary from the introduction of new resource-based taxes to transferring of mining rights to state-owned
companies, as shown in Figure 2 on the following page This regulatory uncertainty poses a significant challenge to
mining companies’ long-term strategic planning.
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Figure 2: Resource nationalism across the world

Mining
companies
looking to
operate on
the
African
continent
face
challenges
unique to
the
continent.

Canada:
Government
intervention in
resource company
acquisitions

Kenya: Mandated mines to
cede a minimum of 35% equity
to local investors within three
years

Liberia: Reviewed all
concessions granted to foreign
multinational mining and forestry
companies

China: Secured key
commodities through
state-sponsored lending
and export credits

Mexico: Introduced
mining royalty
scheme
Bolivia:
Nationalisation of
certain mines; mining
licence revocation

Indonesia: Imposed a
20% export levy on
virtually all unprocessed
ores; introduction of laws
that would mandate 51%
Indonesian asset
ownership

Peru: New tax on
windfall mining
profits
Argentina:
Expropriated mine
from Spanish owners

Australia: Released
high-level political
statements indicating
that Australians
deserve a share of
mining returns

Uruguay: Compelled
larger mining projects in
the country to share
their profits with the
federal government and
comply with tougher
environmental
standards

Zimbabwe: Released a draft
amendment to its
indigenisation policy,
confirming that the
government will not provide
compensation for the 51%
share 3it will hold in foreignowned mining companies

Mongolia: Renegotiated
investment agreements
at mines

Guinea: Bought
an additional
20% stakes in
mining projects

Ghana: Hiked
corporate tax
rate to 35% from
25% and cut
capital
allowances to
20% from 80%
for five years

South Africa: Approved
hiving off the state
mining company as a
standalone entity,
allowing for greater
state participation in the
mining industry

Zambia: Increased
requirement for
state participation in
mining projects from
25 to 35%
DRC: Amended mining code requiring more
than double royalty payments; introduced
capital gains tax and raised tax charges on
imports of mining equipment and machinery;
increased state participation in mine projects
from 5% to 35%

Despite the particularly uncertain regulatory environment in Africa, global mining companies cannot ignore the
substantial growth prospects that the continent offers. Africa has vast mineral riches, with significant reserves of
more than 60 metals and mineral products, estimated at 30% of the world’s entire mineral reserves1. Despite this
resource base, Africa’s production represents only 8% of global mineral production, most of which is exported from
African countries in raw form. The relatively low exploration spend (at US$5/km2 across Africa versus US$65/km2
in Canada, Australia and Latin America) further highlights the opportunity for mining companies to take advantage
of this new frontier for expansion, especially for those companies looking to expand into emerging markets.
Mining companies looking to operate on the African continent face challenges unique to the continent.
While most companies benefit from long-term certainty and predictability, these market characteristics are even
more important to long-term businesses like mining. Mining companies require a degree of political stability, investmentfriendliness, appropriate transportation infrastructure and balanced fiscal regimes to operate successfully. There are
several issues prevalent across the African continent in direct contrast to these requirements, which contribute to
the perception of Africa as a risky destination for business. Poor governance, the prevalence or perception of corruption,
tenuous legislative frameworks, fragile security of tenure and unclear royalty and tax regimes make strategic decisions
difficult on the continent. Furthermore, long-standing issues such as civil unrest, insurgency and a history of ethnic
conflict pose additional operational risks in certain countries.
Beyond socio-economic and political complexities, the lack of appropriate infrastructure across the continent is a
further barrier for mining companies. The required infrastructure capital is far more than the current infrastructure
spend, leaving a substantial spending shortfall. This development constraint leaves investors with little confidence that
public-sector infrastructure development will improve sufficiently to facilitate easier operations. African governments
are turning to mining companies themselves to accelerate infrastructure development, linking mining licence issuance to
huge infrastructure projects 2. These multi-billion dollar foreign investments are likely to have a far greater impact on
African infrastructure development than public-sector spending.
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Mining
has
historically
been a
very
important
sector to
the South
African
economy.

The relationship between mining companies and host
countries’ governments is challenging. Of the 54 countries
in Africa, 24 rely on relatively few mineral products to
generate more than 75% of their export earnings3. Despite
this economic dependence on a prosperous mining industry,
host governments habitually treat mining companies with
suspicion. Mining operations are viewed as operations in
isolation without the necessary linkages and benefits to
other sectors of the economy or alignment with local
aspirations. Furthermore, the history of colonialism across
Africa often means that foreign-owned mining companies
are viewed by communities as entities with no long-term
commitment to the country. Communities often perceive
companies as generating wealth and repatriating dividends,
leaving behind a damaged environment with little lasting
benefit for the community.
South African Situation
In addition to the complex factors affecting mining
companies at a global level, mining companies with South
African operations face additional complexities in the local
environment. Mining has historically been a very important
sector to the South African economy. Like many other
African countries, South Africa has vast mineral wealth with
immense value generation potential. With more than 52
commodities under its surface, South Africa has the world’s
largest reserves of platinum, manganese, chrome, vanadium
and gold, as well as major reserves of coal, iron ore,
zirconium and titanium minerals3. The combined value of
these resources is estimated at US$ 2.5 trillion. The industry’s
substantial wealth has traditionally supported the country’s
growth with strong resource exports and job creation.
However, the mining industry’s relative contribution to
the economy has declined due to growth in the financial
and real estate sectors.
To an even greater extent than their global counterparts,
South African mining companies’ margins are under
pressure. The combination of stagnant or falling global
commodities prices and rising input costs are forcing
mining companies to make difficult decisions in an
attempt to sustain short-term operations, while still
aligning these decisions with long-term objectives. In
particular, labour and energy costs have exceeded
inflation. The annual “strike season” is characterised by
ever-increasing demands by unions and mine workers
who may not have a full appreciation of the challenging
operating environment that mining companies face.
Above the requirements by workers, there are rising
demands by government as to the role mines should
play in society. The government increasingly expects
mining companies to fulfil social needs typically

addressed by government in developed countries, such
as the provision of basic services, education and
healthcare. These expectations are often not clearly
defined, and are compounded by local community’s
demands for employment opportunities, skills
development opportunities, education for their families
and modern healthcare facilities.
The perception of a lack of (or inadequate) progress
in these key areas is often met with vocal opposition,
strikes and unrest. This can have a significant impact
on project development through costly operational
delays and reputational damage to mining companies.
This puts mining companies in a tenuous position, with
corporate social responsibility (CSR) today extending well
beyond the minimum legal requirements. South African
mining companies require a deep understanding of
shifting community and government expectations and
a commitment to a high level of transparency and
operational sustainability to address the demands of
relevant stakeholder groups.
Government’s requirements are further obscured by a
local environment loaded with rhetoric. Some government
officials have criticised the country’s inability to translate
its mineral wealth into sustainable economic development
at grass-roots levels. The government has been criticised
for being seemingly slow to address what Mineral
Resources Minister Susan Shabangu calls South Africa’s
‘evil triplets’ of poverty, inequality and unemployment4.
In this highly political context, proponents of radical
state intervention into the South African mining industry
have asserted that the mineral wealth of the country ends
up in the pockets of “monopoly capital” rather than
benefiting the broader population3. While the government
has ultimately declared that it has no short-term agenda
to pursue resource nationalisation, the widely reported
rhetoric has cost the country a sharp decrease in its
mining industry’s attractiveness, resulting in billions of
dollars in deferred or abandoned investments5.
This negative local sentiment is likely to have gained
additional momentum due to the global trend towards
resource nationalism and community activism, especially
across the developing world.
The overarching challenge in Africa (and particularly in
South Africa) is to strike an equitable balance of interests,
ensuring that mining is productive and profitable, as
well as being fair to foreign investors, host states and
affected local communities alike. These challenges, at
both a local and global level, make strategy critically
important for mining companies.
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The strategy of decision-making

The complex operating environment in which mining
companies operate results in difficult choices.
Strategy is about making choices. Companies choose to do certain things and choose not to do other things (as
opposed to tactics, which are about how to execute on the choices made). The complex operating environment
in which mining companies operate results in difficult choices. This necessitates a deep understanding of the
factors that influence mine profitability, as well as the factors affecting the company’s reputation and relationship
with stakeholders. Adopting a structured approach to making choices at a corporate and business unit level is
necessary. Strategy is an integrated set of choices that include both strategic positioning choices and strategic
activation choices.
Monitor Deloitte assists mining companies to make difficult decisions based on a series of cascading choices, as
shown in Figure 3. Mining companies should be able to answer each question successively, working down the
cascade. Where a question leads executives to re-evaluate their initial propositions, executives can trace back up
the cascade to redefine aspects until the strategy is cohesive. These questions allow mining companies to successively
focus on key aspects of their high-level and operational strategies which collectively form the basis for long-term
strategic planning and short-term prioritisation. The questions shown in Figure 3 can be adapted to the mining
context as follows:
Figure 3: Cascading choices
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• Distinctive capabilities
• Enabling organisational
systems

What are our
priority
initiatives?

Mining companies
must choose the
resource portfolio
that they wish to
develop and the
countries in which
they will operate to
mine these resources.

What are our aspirations?
Mining companies should be able to clearly define both the financial (such as
achieving year-on-year increases in average IRR) and non-financial objectives (such
as consistently achieving “zero harm”, or making a positive social impact in host
countries). These objectives should be aligned with the company’s overall vision,
as they will guide investment decisions.
Where will we play?
Mining companies must choose the resource portfolio that they wish to develop and
the countries in which they will operate to mine these resources. Mining companies
must also decide which parts of the value stream they will target, and where in the
project life cycle they should enter or exit.
How will we win in chosen markets?
Mining companies should identify sources of sustainable advantage, and use this as
the basis for business model development. These choices typically include the mining
method, mine design, technology and sustainability choices. These choices are
necessary to achieve the goals and aspirations within the confines of where they
have chosen to play.
How will we configure?
Mining companies should ensure that they have the capabilities and skills in place
and that they are configured appropriately to successfully implement these strategies.
What are the priority initiatives?
In a complex global market, mining companies must prioritise key initiatives and
investments in order to execute on the choices made.
Using this decision framework, Monitor Deloitte has identified five generic “tough
choices” that face South African mining executives.
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Tough choices facing
mining companies
Professional skills are also
difficult to attract and
retain in mining.
Management teams at mining companies with South African operations
face a series of tough choices and trade-offs. These are difficult decisions
with a broad impact, but ultimately these are the decisions that are critical
for long-term survival. Monitor Deloitte has identified five generic
questions of particular significance to South African mining companies
in light of the global operating context:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

How to achieve a step-change in profitability and safety performance?
How to attract and retain critical skills?
How to raise the capital they need for South African operations?
What is the best and most sustainable use of capital?
How to balance the conflicting needs of stakeholders?

These questions are explored below.
1 How can mining companies achieve a step-change in profitability
and safety performance?
South African mining companies must simultaneously defend and grow
profits, while also ensuring that safety records improve. While South
Africa’s safety records at mines are steadily improving, mine injury and
fatality levels are still above those achieved elsewhere in the world6.
With mines getting progressively deeper and ore grades declining, the
unit cost of mine production in South Africa is under significant
pressure. The situation is exacerbated by rapidly rising input costs,
particularly those of energy and labour.
All of the major South African mining companies have been
on successive waves of cost reduction and safety improvement
initiatives. While these have often been successful, the rate of
incremental improvement has not kept pace with the pressures
that are inexorably driving up unit costs. Most mines operating in
South Africa are in need of a step-change in performance.
2. How can mining companies attract and retain critical skills?
Mines continue to face critical frontline and professional skills shortages
which affect critical day-to-day operations. Although training programmes
have improved, there is still a lack of experienced skills in frontline
positions, such as artisans and supervisors, as experienced personnel
retire or leave the company. While current learnerships do produce high
volumes of graduates, these graduates often lack necessary hands-on
experience. This directly affects output, quality and safety, while
increasing overhead costs.

ii

BEE: Black Economic Empowerment
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Professional skills are also difficult to attract and retain in mining. The mining
industry competes with many other industries for professional talent, and
mines are at a disadvantage due to the harsh conditions and remote
locations in which they operate. At a global level, South Africa is losing
professional skills to other countries as experienced professionals emigrate.
Executives are challenged to develop an understanding of the human
resource capabilities required, and look to implement structures that
attract, develop and retain these skills. However, the dynamic nature of
the industry (and the industries that drive resource demand) means that
it will become increasingly challenging to balance the skills required
today, and the skills needed by mines in future.
3. How can mining companies raise the capital they need for
their South African operations?
Investors are starting to attach a risk premium to South African mining
investments. This has the effect of increasing the cost of capital to
South African mining companies. Several companies have moved to
separate their South African assets from their global assets, to help
them raise capital for international investments. This leaves their South
African assets cash constrained and struggling to fund expansion projects.
Furthermore, many BEEii transactions are vendor financed in a way
that leaves the new company cash constrained and unable to fund
expansion projects. In an environment of rising costs and lacklustre
commodity prices, South African executives have their work cut out
for them to fund expansion out of operating cash flows.
4. How can mining companies determine the best and most
sustainable use of capital?
Capital decisions are complicated by the global and South African
factors influencing the current and future operating environment.
The increasing regulatory uncertainty and volatile labour conditions
in South Africa have substantially increased the country’s inherent
operating risk. Compounded by increasing pressures from rising
costs, mining companies sometimes find that producing more is
not always more profitable. Mining companies have subsequently
increased their internal requirements for project profitability,
abandoning projects that do not promise high enough returns.
In addition to analysing local projects, mining companies have a myriad
of options to consider elsewhere. The trend towards African exploration
promises growth for mining companies willing to absorb the higher
operational risks. Beyond the choice of geographic focus, mining
companies must also assess which commodities are the most profitable
and viable in the current conditions, and which commodities are of strategic
importance for future growth. Finally, mining companies have the choice of
investing in mature mines, or developing early stage operations.
5. How can mining companies balance the conflicting needs of
stakeholders?
Mining companies have the unenviable task of balancing the needs of
multiple stakeholders. Each stakeholder group has its own unique
objectives, often conflicting with those of other stakeholders, as shown
in Figure 4 on the next page.

Mining
companies,
as is to be
expected,
look to
maximise
profit
while
retaining
a social
licence to
operate.

Figure 4: Overview of the stakeholder landscape
Desires
 Maximise profit
 Retain license to operate
Challenges
 Changing government expectations
 Government requirements for royalties, taxes, profit share, and social spend can erode
profitability
 CanÕ t always meet community expectations
 DonÕ t always understand community needs
 DonÕ t fully understand labour dynamics
Outcome
 Risk and uncertainty

Desire
 Membership
 Drive government
policy
Challenge
 Losing/changing
support
 Role in the
governing alliance
 Job losses
Outcome
 Fight for relevance

Business

Organised
Labour

Labour
Mining Constituents

Government
Desire
 Maximise revenue to the state
 Provide infrastructure and social services
Challenge
 Multiple arms of government not aligned
 Policy often unclear / unstable / inconsistent
 Role of organised labour in governing alliance
Outcome
 Have not delivered to communities
8
 See mining companies as a vehicle to achieve their objectives

Government looks to maximise revenue to the state while
ensuring that mining companies contribute to socioeconomic and infrastructure development. Where the
government has historically struggled to adequately provide
these services, mining companies are often used as a vehicle
to accelerate change. The role of mining companies is
further obscured by the fact that multiple arms of
government are often not aligned, with inconsistent policy
and populist rhetoric. Calls for distribution of the country’s
mineral wealth through resource nationalisation have
become increasingly popular for politicians looking to garner
favour with the country’s impoverished majority. While
current government policy is against short-term resource
nationalisation, this policy stance may change in future
depending on the success of other African countries who
have implemented resource-based interventions to drive
socio-economic progress.
Mining executives should also bear in mind that policy
may shift without being considered a “radical intervention”
(for example, by increasing royalties or taxes on mining
companies). These interventions can still have a significant
impact on profitability and operational sustainability.
Similarly, labour, organised labour and communities also
expect mines to play an active role in socio-economic

Desire
 Decent standard of living
Challenge
 Poor education/
understanding
 Difficult working conditions
 Consequences of migrant
labour system
 Consequences of living out
allowances
 Perception of continued
exploitation
 Perception that unions have
failed workers
Outcome
 Wildcat strike action

Community
Desire
 Share in the mining wealth
 Social growth and expansion
 Quality of life
Challenge
 Government has not delivered
 Mining industryÕ s ability / willingness to
share wealth is limited
Outcome
 Social unrest and frustration

development. Mines often operate in areas with historically
poor levels of service provision, and are often on the
receiving end of decades of frustration due to a lack of
tangible economic development, resulting in social unrest.
The perception that international mines hoard wealth and
do not share it with the communities in which they
operate (despite the CSR investments that mining
companies make) further threatens the fragile relationship
between mining companies and communities.
While many shareholders appreciate the value of CSR
initiatives, the increasing requirements on mining companies
to invest in broad service provision activities makes it difficult
for mines to balance their responsibility to the shareholders
and their responsibility to the community. Mining companies,
as is to be expected, look to maximise profit while retaining
a social licence to operate. The fluid and increasing
government and community expectations mean that mining
companies are not always willing or able to deliver social
projects to the levels expected. Even when mining companies
are willing to drive social change in their areas of operation,
mines often do not understand the communities’ needs,
and find that fulfilling needs identified by local municipalities
sometimes also falls short of meeting community
requirements.
Tough choices facing the South African mining industry
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Tools to face these choices

The tough questions facing mining executives require analytical tools as the basis for data-driven decision
making. Monitor Deloitte has identified five tools that can help mining executives understand the key issues
underlying these challenging questions, as well as the strategies necessary to mitigate risk and take advantage
of opportunities to create sustainable value.
Tool 1: Take a long-view
Mining companies can benefit from thinking about the long-term future using tools such as scenario planning.
Scenario planning allows mining companies to organise critical uncertainties about the future, along with
pre-determined elements into a manageable set of scenarios that vividly describe potential future states of the
world in which stakeholders live. Scenario planning was developed at Royal Dutch Shell in the 1970s as a tool to
aid executives in making high stakes decisions involving large investments and volatile situations, making it clearly
applicable to the mining industry.
The foundational proposition of scenario planning is that no one can predict the future. However, mining companies
can choose to adopt a disciplined and imaginative point of view about possible futures by focussing on key
interactions among critical uncertainties and how these interactions could reasonably play out. As a further tool,
scenario planning also generates early indications which can act as warning signs of danger, or even more valuable
early indicators of high value opportunities, some of which are barely visible or unlikely at the point at which an
investment decision is made.
Case Study: Take a Long View
A decade ago, miners had great hopes for the investment potential of Zimbabwe. Despite on-going political
turmoil, Harare was signalling a new openness to foreign investors. However, in 2011, the Zimbabwean
indigenisation minister moved to enforce a previously unenforced law limiting foreign ownership in the mining
sector. This left mining companies with three choices: (1) comply with the law, ceding 51% of their stake,
(2) refuse to comply and fight for their stake, or (3) walk away from their investment. This presents a tough
choice. Scenario planning a decade ago may have thrown up a potential indigenisation scenario, and would
have helped executives develop a strategy that could survive in this scenario, as well as provide the tools to
identify the scenario as it developed.
Tool 2: Optimise portfolio
The new reality of volatile prices and rising costs means that companies have to optimise their portfolio by
acquiring and mining high quality assets with better grades and strong margins, while ceding low margin assets
to junior miners.
Mining company board members and executives face difficult trade-offs between competing strategic objectives,
especially when it comes to projects with significant capital requirements. While in-depth financial modelling is
critical, decision-makers need to move beyond simply prioritising projects by value metrics such as NPViii or IRRiv.
Companies must assess the tangible and intangible benefits of projects under consideration. While evaluating
intangible benefits is often subjective, mining companies can assign quantitative measures to these benefits,
allowing projects to be compared on a value-basis.
Capital allocation models in mining can be further improved by adopting principles from modern portfolio theory.
Widely used to assess the value of stocks and other investment instruments, modern portfolio theory allows
mining companies to prioritise projects using a risk-adjusted capital allocation model. Methods that account for
risk are especially crucial for mining companies strongly influenced by global uncertainties, such as exchange rates,
commodity prices and political risks, over and above the project-specific risks.
Executives are also faced with the decision to allocate capital to growth projects, or sustaining capital to existing
projects. As the market expects healthy pipelines, senior management is under pressure to ensure that mining
companies are well-positioned to analyse, select and implement key projects. Allocating sustaining capital is often
more difficult, as the strategic objectives between projects vary greatly, making it difficult to directly compare the
return on capital allocations.
iii
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NPV: Net Present Value ivIRR: Internal Rate of Return

Mining executives often associate innovation with technology.
Case Study:
Optimise Portfolio
In June 2013, Sentula
Mining announced
that it would be
selling off its coal
assets as part of a
strategy to dispose
of non-core assets
to focus on its core
businesses7 (including
its contract mining
and exploration
operations in
Mozambique), in line
with similar disposals
by global mining
companies such as
Rio Tinto and BHP
Billiton8. By focusing
its activities on key
geographies and
commodities in
clearly defined parts
of the value chain,
Sentula Mining has
made the complex
choices of “where to
play” and “how to
win in chosen markets”.
This strategic decision
will streamline Sentula
Mining’s capital
allocation process.

Tool 3: Innovate aggressively
During challenging times such as these, mining companies can choose to pursue a ‘survival strategy’ or a
‘leadership strategy’. Those pursuing a survival strategy will cut costs to the bone while adopting a risk-averse
posture and focus on defending their core business. Other companies adopt a leadership strategy, looking to
identify unusual opportunities, enabling the mining company to gain ground during the downturn and to make
step changes in performance.
Mining executives often associate innovation with technology. While this is often the case, there are many different
ways in which a company can innovate, as shown in Figure 5.
Figure 5: Types of innovation in mining
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There is no lack of innovative ideas in any business. The challenge is turning these ideas into a step change in results.
Good ideas often fall foul to resistance to change, and a failure to understand the whole system of innovations
required to make the idea successful. For example, a new mining technology for the mine of the future will inevitably
9
require innovative thinking in skills provision, mine planning and performance measures. Mining companies should
focus their innovation efforts on the critical few projects that will achieve a step change in performance and then
move fast. It is also not necessary to reinvent the wheel. Many of the most successful innovations started with an
idea from outside the company.
Case Study: Engage proactively with stakeholders
The Pilbara region of Western Australia, home to the Aboriginal people, has some of the largest iron ore
deposits in Australia. The area contains many sacred areas and burial sites. In 2005, Rio Tinto began to
explore the possibility of putting in place a comprehensive agreement with local stakeholders. After gathering
social data, it built relationships with key stakeholders and developed community programmes. Seven years
later, Rio signed a $2 billion agreement with five Aboriginal groups, giving Rio access to 70,000km2 of
traditional land to mine. By understanding communities’ needs and creating shared value through their
mining activities, Rio Tinto’s shareholders have benefited as much as the Aboriginal people.
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Rather than allowing for cyclical cost fluctuations, mining
companies should manage their overhead ratio consistently
over time.
Tool 4: Engage proactively with stakeholders
Mining companies operate in a complex stakeholder environment. As stakeholder understanding is often unstructured,
mining companies can adopt a far more analytically rigorous approach to defining and understanding the stakeholder set.
Mining companies often take a too narrow view of their stakeholder landscape, missing interdependencies and
“new” groups whose interests will be mobilised over the course of the project’s lifespan.
Mining companies should develop a sophisticated stakeholder map, a living document that evolves over the life of
the project and presents new opportunities to improve understanding and communication, and most importantly,
to find new common ground.
Equipped with a deep understanding of stakeholders’ needs, mining companies must choose to engage constituents
in a deliberate and thoughtful manner that takes a long-term view and seeks to build productive relationships. At its
core, this integrated, long-term constituent management approach extends beyond a particular project; it is a highly
customised, data-driven process that provides a deep understanding of constituents, the interrelationships between
them, how they are influenced by prominent issues and how companies can build platforms to engage these constituents
to achieve mutually beneficial objectives.
Tool 5: Manage costs adaptively
Mining firms should make conscious decisions about their overhead ratios. Some companies manage their overhead
ratios according to economic cycles, cutting overheads during recessionary periods with either less focus on cost
optimisation during periods of growth, or actively allowing for increased costs to fuel capabilities that drive growth.
Rather than allowing for cyclical cost fluctuations, mining companies should manage their overhead ratio consistently
over time. Research has shown that companies that consistently manage their overheads fare better than those
with more volatile overheads, as shown in Figure 6 below.
Figure 6: Managing costs consistently can lead to better returns
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The return
of each
overhead
class can
then be
calculated,
allowing
firms to
prioritise
and
optimise
costs.

Mining companies can approach adaptive cost management by mapping their costs against four main groups to
gain a deeper understanding of where to create value. The return of each overhead class can then be calculated,
allowing firms to prioritise and optimise costs, focusing on value creating activities through the cycle, as shown in
Figure 7.
Figure 7: Analysing return on overheads
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Conclusion

Even in tough times, mining
companies can use strategic
thinking and analytical tools
to face their tough choices.
Mines currently face tough choices around their profitability, attracting and developing
key skills, capital raising, capital allocation and stakeholder engagement. Mining executives
need to think strategically about these issues and integrate them into a sustainable
long-term strategy.
The rising pressure on mining companies to grow profits despite a sub-optimal
macro-economic environment and rising costs requires in-depth analysis. Mining
executives can use scenario planning to understand possible futures as the basis for
informed decision-making in an uncertain environment, and then optimise their portfolio
accordingly. Seizing opportunities to innovate, from technological breakthroughs to
internal process changes, offers mines a further opportunity to control their future.
With limited revenue potential due to unfavourable commodity prices, mining companies
may seek to defend their profits by managing costs and streamlining their overhead
portfolio to focus on cost categories that drive growth.
Mining companies should also welcome innovation to address the critical skills
shortages affecting the industry. Scenario planning may also be useful to structure
thinking around the kinds of skills that will be required for mining in the future.
This will provide the basis for developing strategies to attract, develop and retain
these skills to secure future capabilities.
Furthermore, mining executives face difficult capital allocation decisions. By integrating
lessons learnt from scenario planning to create an understanding of which projects
will develop the mining company’s sustainable advantage in future, mining executives
can adopt aspects of modern portfolio theory to analyse and select appropriate projects
to deliver shareholder value.
Finally, mining companies must take cognisance of their operational context, especially
in South Africa. The mining industry must understand and anticipate the needs of
various stakeholders. Mining executives can use an analytical approach to understand
the stakeholder landscape, ensuring that an effective stakeholder engagement strategy
is in place. This strategy should seek to create shared value for stakeholders, resulting
in mutually beneficial and productive relationships between the mining company,
government, labour and the community.
Even in tough times, mining companies can use strategic thinking and analytical
tools to face their tough choices.
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